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Executive Summary  
Re:Futurists LLC is aiming to become an online platform designed to promote businesses, 

products, and thought leaders within the regenerative industry. The goal is to partner with these business, 

products, and thought leaders to be represented on the RE:Futurists LLC platform, and promoted using 

the wide-spread use of Nano-influencers on Instagram. RE:Futurists LLC’s goal is to create a movement 

around the regenerative industry and Nano-influencers. Unlike similar “sustainability” or “eco-friendly” 

industry themes, the regenerative movement is not just limited to clean products, reducing waste, or 

diminishing a carbon footprint, it is an entire movement dedicated to all of these things and more. 

Regeneration spreads awareness on our planet, farmlands, oceans and natural resources, and it is also the 

promotion of clean products, reducing waste, etc. This movement will target all of the negative things 

impacting our earth, and create opportunity to talk about these issues and develop strategies to solve them.  

 Within this business plan, strategies are created that focus on executing the RE:Futurists LLC 

business and/or platform. This includes the identification of RE:Futurists LLC’s branding around 

regeneration, the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats that need to be overcome, and a detailed 

competitive analysis that can be utilized when creating the business. This also includes identifying the 

three target markets; (1) regenerative business, (2) Nano-influencers, and (3) conscientious consumers, 

and outlining an industry analysis to identify current trends in the market. Considering Nano-influencers 

are one of the main focus’ on RE:Futurists LLC’s business, a Nano-influencer plan is set in place (See 

page 33). This plan identifies the various tactics needed to succeed in Nano-influencer marketing. 

Including who fits the Nano-influencer profile, why they should be included, how they are going to be 

included, contracts, determining the right fit, evaluating effectiveness, measuring success, and the overall 

costs of Nano-influencers. Specifically, the cost of a Nano-influencer varies in price, but is generally 

averaged at $10 for every 1000 followers the influencer has, per post.  

 To conclude, a financial budget is outlined which determines the overall cost of physically 

creating the RE:Futurists LLC platform (website). With various methods to produce a website, a 
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minimum budget of $20.99, to a maximum budget of $2499/one time & $30/month, was identified. When 

it comes to the overall costs of creating the business including website costs, business insurance costs, 

and the marketing costs listed in the Nano-Influencer Plan, a minimum budget of $311.99+ / month, and a 

maximum budget of $2499 / once plus $404+ / month, was identified (See page 41). Strategy and 

Implementation is identified last, which outlines the steps that need to be taken by RE:Futurists LLC in 

order to properly execute this business. These steps are generated through the research and conclusions 

gathered throughout this document.  
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Business Description 

RE:Futurists LLC is aiming to become an online platform designed to promote regenerative 

businesses, products, and thought leaders. The start-up goal for RE:Futurists LLC is to gain partnerships 

with regenerative businesses who are in need of promotion and/or advertisement, which can be provided 

by RE:Futurists LLC. The benefit of featuring targeted businesses on this platform is to not only create a 

starting base and a vision for RE:Futurists LLC’s  platform, but it also allows these businesses to see an 

increase in traffic to their business and/or site, as well as higher lead generation and sales rate on their 

regenerative products.  

The promotional aspect of RE:Futurists LLC includes the use of wide-spread Nano-influencers. 

In summary, RE:Futurists LLC will also partner with various Nano-influencers whose job will be to 

promote the regenerative business featured on the platform, while simultaneously promoting the 

RE:Futurists LLC platform itself. In the short-term, these influencers will promote through engaging 

Instagram posts, as it is currently seen as the most effective promotional platform in the influencer 

universe. The use of Nano-influencers will be described in more detail in the Nano-influencer plan (See 

page 33).  

RE:Futurists LLC strives to obtain a global reach for the platform. This is because the creators, 

Karri Winn and Helena Cynamon, already have a variety of global connections within the regenerative 

industry. Another factor in global expansion is that the targeted Nano-Influencers can reside in any 

country, with a majority of their audience also residing in the same country it is reasonable to conclude a 

global expansion from start-up.  

Purpose Statement  

RE:Futurists LLC’s purpose is to activate flourishing futures. With our social impact, we create 

the connection between regenerative businesses, niche-based Nano-influencers, and conscientious 
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consumers. We’re encouraging a regenerative economy one step at a time, for a brighter, bolder future for 

all.  

Business History  

The idea of RE:Futurists LLC was originally generated by Helena Cynamon (Vancouver B.C) 

and Karri Winn (Portland, OR). They were inspired by Helena’s nephew, Josh Cynamon, who created a 

similar online platform (See Social Circle) promoting businesses and products through the use of Nano-

influencers. However, with this inspiration as well as Karri and Helena’s passion for a regenerative future, 

they came up with RE:Futurists LLC. 
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Business Objectives  

● Create an online platform for businesses selling regenerative products and services. 

● Provide an opportunity for Nano-influencers to make a difference by marketing the regenerative 

businesses partnered with the platform through social media. 

● Provide a trusted resource for conscientious consumers to identify regenerative products and 

services. 

● Maintain transparent and ethical business standards. 

● Provide cutting edge insights, inspiration and content on the platform promoting regenerative 

economics. 

● Sustain engagement with 10% of the 1 billion Instagram user space. 

● Gain a comprehensive understanding of how to successfully engage Nano-influencers in global 

marketing campaigns promoting the regenerative economy. 
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Brand Analysis 
The term “regeneration” is the sole purpose of RE:Futurists LLC. Considering this term is not yet 

as wide-spread as similar terms like “sustainability” or “eco,” this creates an opportunity for RE:Futurists 

LLC to build off of and create a differentiated brand. Unlike common sustainability themes, regeneration 

is not just limited to clean products, reducing waste, or diminishing a carbon footprint, it is an entire 

movement dedicated to all of these things and more. Regeneration is spreading awareness on our planet, 

the importance of farmlands, oceans and natural resources, as well as the promotion of clean products, 

and reducing waste. This movement will target all of the negative behaviours impacting the earth and 

create an opportunity to talk about these issues and develop strategies to solve them.  

When searching the #regenerativeinfluencers hashtag on Instagram, the primary source for 

marketing, nothing is available. This gives RE:Futurists LLC the opportunity to take advantage of this 

hashtag and turn this blank space into an entire movement. With that being said, a key to RE:Futurists 

LLC’s branding is the hashtag #regenerativeinfluencers, considering this movement will be spread 

through online platforms by Nano-influencers. Every Nano-influencer who produces content and/or posts 

for the businesses partnered with RE:Futurists LLC will have to include this hashtag in their posts. This 

will allow the movement to have an identifiable consistency, which will also help to increase brand 

awareness for RE:Futurists LLC. This hashtag could also create the potential for an individually sought-

after movement, something everyone will want to be a part of.  

Brand Message  

RE:Futurists LLC’s purpose is to activate flourishing futures. It is striving to become a social 

impact marketing agency curating the emerging and understanding of how to successfully engage Nano-

influencers in global marketing campaigns promoting the regenerative economy. To stay consistent with 

branding, the brand message pulls together the idea of this platform while aligning with the regenerative 

theme. Considering regeneration is the main focus for RE:Futurists LLC, it is important to keep this term 

consistent in all content created by RE:Futurists LLC. Therefore, a suggested slogan is “be a part of the 
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regenerative change.” This slogan is consistent with the “regeneration” branding theme and demonstrates 

inclusivity. It also allows consumers to believe that anyone can easily make a regenerative difference in 

the world by joining this movement.  

In addition to a consistent, identifiable brand message, brand colours will need to be established. 

Brand colours help consumers to better associate with a brand, which means these colours will need to be 

created keeping the “regenerative movement” theme in mind. Colours that are often used within similar 

“sustainable” or “eco-friendly” brands include green, blue, brown and white. However, it will take one or 

a combination of specific colours to ensure that RE:Futurists LLC aligns with the regenerative theme, but 

also maintains its own individuality.  

Brand Promise  

RE:Futurists LLC’s brand promise is to utilize the knowledge, experience, and passion gained in 

the regenerative industry to help regenerative business, products, and thought leaders expand within the 

industry. The promise also involves educating the world about the importance of regeneration. 

RE:Futurists LLC’s brand promise keeps the identity consistent with ever-changing industry trends and 

consumer demands.  

Brand Values  

RE:Futurists LLC maintains various important values that have a strong relation with the goal of 

the platform and the brand. These values include: 

● Integrity of the platform as well as the regenerative businesses partnered with the platform 

● Passion for change, regeneration, and a greener future for all 

● Impact on the society, peers, economy and the earth 

● Creativity is spread through the platform, the businesses, and the influencers 

● Dedication to consumers and creating a better world 

● Partnership with regenerative businesses and Nano-influencers.  
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SWOT Analysis 

STRENGTHS 
  

● Growing regenerative industry 
●  Knowledgeable in industry 
● Global issue/solution 
● Passion and drive for change 
● Connections 

WEAKNESSES 
  

● Time frame of goals 
●  Identifying profit  
● Currently no screening process for 

regenerative businesses 

OPPORTUNITIES 
  

● Brand differentiation 
● Heavily supportive industry 
● Competitors can become B2B 

opportunities (all striving for the same 
outcome) 

● Outlet for businesses looking to evolve to 
regenerative change 

● Various target markets (Regenerative 
business, Nano-influencers, 
Conscientious consumers) 

THREATS 
  

● Highly innovative industry, constantly 
changing 

● Competitive industry (both regenerative 
and Nano-influencer)  

 

Strengths 

The first point in the strengths category is the growing regenerative industry because the targeted 

industry for RE:Futurists LLC, regeneration, has been increasing in popularity and rapidly growing year 

after year. This is a major strength for RE:Futurists LLC because with this growing industry, awareness 

has spread and more individuals have jumped on board with regeneration and a greener future, creating a 

much larger target audience. The second strength is knowledge in the industry, meaning the founders of 

RE:Futurists LLC have extensive previous knowledge in regeneration, which is a major asset when 

building a business and brand. The third strength points to the importance of regenerative change being a 

pressing and global issue, which with the support from the population of the world, this creates a high 

ceiling for growth for Re:Futurists LLC. The fourth point notes how Karri and Helena both have a 
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passion for regenerative change, maintaining passion within this field opens the door for a higher success 

rate. The fifth and final point is the connections RE:Futurists LLC already has, despite not being in an 

operating state yet, there are already many globally established connections which will ensure a bold 

start-up.  

Weaknesses  

The first point in the weaknesses category is the time frame of goals. Considering this is a large 

service-based business with many different aspects to establish and understand, it will take longer to 

gather all information and begin executing the platform, establishing partnered businesses or nano-

influencers, in comparison to a product-based business. The second weakness point is identifying profit, 

as this has not yet been established. RE:Futurists LLC is not certain how to make profit out of this 

business, or if it will become a not-for-profit. The third and final weakness point addresses that there is 

currently no screening process for the regenerative businesses partnered with the platform. This means 

that there is no specific way in targeting regenerative businesses, and there is also no specific way to 

determine their authenticity to the regeneration movement.  

Opportunities   

 The first point in the opportunities category is brand differentiation. When analyzing the brand 

analysis it can be concluded that “regeneration” is not yet a largely known term (See page 8). Therefore, 

this creates the opportunity for RE:Futurists LLC to take advantage of this open space and build their 

brand around it. The second point identifies a heavily supportive industry surrounding the regeneration, 

sustainability, eco, green industries. The individuals and businesses who support this industry all strive 

for a common goal; a better, cleaner future. This takes us into the third point that competitors in this 

industry can become B2B opportunities. Considering everyone in this industry is striving for the same 

outcome, there could be a large opportunity to partner with competitors. The fourth point explains that 

RE:Futurists LLC’s platform has the opportunity to become an outlet for other businesses who are 

looking to evolve into the regenerative industry. The fifth and final point references the various target 
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markets that RE:Futurists LLC obtains (See page 13). Having multiple target markets creates the 

opportunity for teamwork, but also spreads brand awareness and awareness in this industry at a higher 

rate.  

Threats  

 The first point in the threats category identifies that regeneration, sustainability, etc. is/are highly 

innovative industries. They are constantly evolving and changing to be better than they were previously. 

This could be an opportunity, but also a threat if RE:Futurists LLC is not consistently evolving and 

changing with this industry. The second and final point in the treats category is the mention of this 

competitive industry. Like the first point, a competitive industry could be an opportunity (as mentioned in 

the opportunities category). However, it can also be a threat if competitors are farther ahead, more 

established, more innovative, etc. More threats will likely arise during the research and prosecution of 

RE:Futurists LLC, in which case they will be noted to identify any risk factors.  
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Target Market Analysis 

Identifying the psycho-demographic segments that are most receptive to RE:Futurists LLC’s 

values and goals is an important first step in brand diffusion both in terms of attracting Nano-influencers 

and designing effective campaigns for the Instagram platform. With that being stated, the psycho-

demographic segments that are most receptive to RE:Futurists LLC’s values and goals are individuals 

who heavily focus on their lifestyle, principles & beliefs, and activities & interests. Therefore, the 

segment that is best suited for RE:Futurists LLC, and will be most interested in what the business has to 

offer must obtain a regenerative and/or “green” based lifestyle, have strong opinions within regeneration 

and sustainability, be interested in regenerative resources and products, and value the purpose of 

regeneration and a greener future. Therefore, there are three different target markets that RE:Futurists 

LLC is targeting that make up the center of the business, who must obtain these specific psycho-

demographic lifestyles, beliefs, activities, and interests. 

1. Nano-Influencers, to promote/advertise the regenerative businesses and spread awareness on the 

regenerative industry.  

2. Regenerative businesses, to partner with on the platform and expand the knowledge of 

regeneration.  

3. Conscientious consumers, to purchase from or amplify regenerative businesses.  
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A list of five Nano-influencers and regenerative businesses that are within the criteria of the 

segment that is best suited for RE:Futurists LLC have been identified. These Nano-influencers and 

regenerative businesses are just 10 of the thousands of suited influencers and businesses available for 

RE:Futurists LLC to target first. Targeting these specific Nano-influencers first is ideal because these 

influencers follow the qualifications listed in the Nano-Influencer plan (See page 33), and are also 

accounts that are still in the early stages, therefore, they would most likely appreciate an opportunity to 

partner and expand their platform. In addition, targeting these specific businesses first is also ideal 

because they are dedicated to a “regenerative” and/or “sustainable” lifestyle. These 5 businesses are also 

in their start-up stage and would most likely appreciate an opportunity to partner with RE:Futurists LLC. 

These businesses also represent 5 different categories of lifestyle, allowing for variety on the RE:Futurists 

LLC platform right from the start.  

Note: The Nano-influencers were identified by searching “#sustainableinfluencers” on 

Instagram. There was no existing “#regenerativeinfluencers” hashtag on Instagram. The regenerative 
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businesses were identified by searching “sustainable businesses” or “regenerative businesses” on 

Instagram.   

Nano-Influencers  

1. Sustainable Style with Inge https://www.instagram.com/sustainablestylewithinge/?hl=en 

2. Sustainable Fashion Fanatic https://www.instagram.com/deutrechtsemoderevolutie/?hl=en  

3. Cede - Sustainability Blogger https://www.instagram.com/greeneristhenewblack/?hl=en 

4. Christa Maria https://www.instagram.com/christa.maria/?hl=en 

5. Living Low and Culture https://www.instagram.com/livinglowandculture/?hl=en  

Regenerative Businesses 

1. Zefiro Waste: https://zefirowaste.com  

Zefiro Waste is a great regenerative business to target first because they focus on creating 

products that help reduce waste. These products include cleaning supplies, health & beauty, kitchen and 

pet care. This brand would help RE:Futurists LLC because it would allow for the opportunity of more 

influencers representing the brand considering  they offer a variety of products. A major goal of Zefiro 

Waste has always been to provide products that are free of unnecessary packaging. With this, the 

company is focused on minimizing single waste use by replacing it with materials safe for the consumer 

and planet.  

2. Distilled Bath & Body: https://distilledbathandbody.com  

Distilled Bath & Body was founded by Jason & Erica, who were concerned about the health risks 

surrounding carcinogens in body products such as deodorants. They wanted skincare products that were 

natural, effective and safe for everyone, so they created Distilled Bath & body. Their products include 

deodorant, hand sanitizer, and soap, which include whiskey as the main ingredient instead of harsh 

chemicals as the agent to kill bacteria. Harsh chemicals are not only bad for our skin but also our planet. 
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RE:Futurists LLC would benefit from targeting this business first because their top products include hand 

sanitizer and soap, which are two of the most sought after products right now with the global Covid-19 

pandemic. The traction that will be made from the excitement over natural products that are very relevant 

right now will boost awareness of RE:Futurists LLC. 

3. Alter Eco: https://www.alterecofoods.com  

Alter Eco is a great regenerative brand that focuses on crafting “clean” foods with ingredients 

sourced from small-scale farmers. All of the products are fair trade certified to ensure that farmers can 

meet sustainable production and living conditions. This allows small communities in third world 

countries to contribute more to the global food system and ultimately stimulate their local economy. This 

company would be a great partner for RE:Futurists LLC to target first because they support fair trade, 

which has become a growing community itself, as well as established themselves in the United States and 

Australia. With RE:Futurists LLC’s goal of going global, partnering with global brands is key to 

successfully executing this goal. It also shows the RE:Futurists LLC is not only committing to the 

planet’s growth but also involved with many activism groups surrounding regeneration. 

4. Minor History: https://www.minorhistory.com  

Minor History is an ethically sourced fashion brand that is committed to producing clothing 

without any “secrets”. For their leather products, the company uses vegetable tanning opposed to the 

common technique of chrome tanning. Chrome tanning is a metal-based process that is highly toxic to not 

only the planet but humans as well. In addition, their leather products are produced plastic free. The 

company works with small companies in China and conducts ethical audits to make sure all production 

follows high standards. This brand would be beneficial for Re:Futurists LLC to target first because by 

including this fashion-base brand, it would add variety to RE:Futurists LLC’s platform and expand 

regeneration into another industry. 

5. Hannah Mather: https://hannahshoneycomb.smugmug.com  
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Hannah Mather is a biologist and photographer that is focused on sustainable living, specifically 

focusing on bees and the pollination process. She has an online print shop with beautiful photos of bees 

and plants that can be purchased to help fund saving the bees. This is currently a common issue that has 

become a growing concern around the globe. Hannah also advocates for living a greener lifestyle and 

reducing waste. It would be great for RE:Futurists LLC to target Hannah Mather first, as a “thought 

leader” to promote sustainable living and to spread more awareness on the bees movement.  
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Industry Analysis  

This industry analysis provides a look into the green industry. The Green industry identifies as 

economies striving for a more sustainable pathway of growth by undertaking green public investments 

and implementing public policy initiatives that encourage environmentally responsible private 

investments. (Green Industry Initiative, 2020). 

This industry aligns well with RE:Futurists LLC’s regenerative approach and business structure. 

Many insights have been identified into the level of opportunity available for growth of RE:Futurists 

LLC’s start-up marketing and regenerative platform through this research, as this industry is similar to the 

targeted “regeneration” industry. In addition, the green industry was used to identify related industry 

trends instead of the regenerative industry because the regenerative industry is still very new, and there is 

not as much previous research or trends to analyze on it. This analysis determines the potential for market 

share RE:Futurists LLC has across the green sector (in relation to the regenerative industry) and its 

businesses. We will first look into the Canadian industry, and continue to broaden the scope into 

American and global markets, aligning with RE:Futurists global expansion goals.   

The green industry focuses on making a profit while having a negligible, or even a beneficial 

impact on the environment. Leaders within the industry make sustainability a key consideration in 

decision-making throughout the organization (Franchisee Resource Center, n.d.). Canada’s green industry 

and clean energy sector is growing faster than the rest of the country’s economy, growing a third more 

than the economic rate between 2010 and 2017 (Simon Fraser University, n.d.). Everyday more economic 

decision-makers realize that protecting the environment and sustainable practices contribute to the 

creation of jobs and local wealth. The green sector has reflected this through its large influx of jobs, 

businesses, distribution, products, supply chain and GDP. An example of this growth can be seen in 

Toronto and its distribution of jobs in the Green Sector (See Figure 1) as well as GDP growth (See Figure 

2). 
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Figure 1 
 

 
Figure 2 
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While most of these enterprises are small businesses, they contribute over $14 billion annually to 

Canada’s economy (Landscape Ontario, n.d.). Across Canada, over 300 businesses; Green Economy 

Leaders, are taking action on climate change and demonstrating that sustainability and good business go 

hand-in-hand (Spade, 2020). While the market may be saturated in this industry, this also means finding 

small-to-medium businesses to partner with, and provide services to is very high because there is a high 

demand for marketing and promotion in these sectors.  

Many businesses that strive to make an economic impact and heavily focus on their carbon 

footprint serve other industries while emphasizing their efforts to build sustainable businesses that will 

make a difference in their communities and become influencers of social change. Furthermore, these 

enterprises are absolutely relevant to the green sector and our search to promote regenerative businesses 

to customers through the RE:Futurists LLC platform and the utilization of Nano-influencers.  

Examples of businesses leading the charge for the green industry and others include 

OpenConcept, Onyx Energy, Tara Natural Foods, and Heeman’s. (See figures 3-6, retrieved from (Spade, 

2020) 

 
Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
 

 
Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
 

Working with these types of companies meet RE:Futurists LLC’s goals of connecting 

regenerative businesses with consumers that care about sustainable practices and products. Consumers 

care more than ever before about the environmental impact of the products they buy, and companies are 

incorporating green business trends in order to capitalize on this growing demand. As of 2014, 55% of 

consumers across 60 countries were willing to pay higher prices for goods from environmentally 

conscious companies, 71% of Americans at least consider the environment as a factor when shopping. 

(Franchisee Resource Center, n.d.).   

According to a green industry report, companies in this industry specialize in many different 

areas of sustainable living and trends including: 

Zero Waste 

Grocery retailers are increasingly redesigning their business models to reduce food waste, 

going as far as developing zero-waste stores and recipe-based food delivery services. (Kim, n.d.). 
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Energy Efficient Housewares 

Many construction firms are incorporating green business trends in their building and 

sourcing methods, such as using reclaimed or recycled materials for a variety of home renovation 

applications, instead of brand-new materials and fixtures. (Kim, n.d.). 

Operating Green 

For companies with the budget to replace older machines, energy-efficient electronics with high 

Energy Star ratings or EPEAT marks are available. Another popular employment benefit for technology, 

and media industries in particular, is to allow or encourage telecommuting. (Kim, n.d.). 

Sustainable Advertising 

Eco-friendly advertising trends and methods are becoming more popular. For example, some 

companies are choosing to advertise on new billboards that showcase the business while providing an 

ecological benefit, such as purifying the air or hosting an urban garden. (Kim, n.d.).  

Based on these insights of the green industry in Canada and the businesses growing within it, 

RE:Futurists LLC’s interests in competing and providing services in this industry to build their platform 

will benefit them greatly. There is a broad diffusion of green business practices in early-to-late majority 

adoption of sustainability preferences among consumers. These strong signals support an emerging 

regenerative economy both in businesses offering products/services and individuals who want to go the 

extra mile in their efforts reducing their carbon footprint (Winn, 2020). RE:Futurists LLC has an 

opportunity to thrive in this industry and penetrate American and global markets after earning a return on 

investment in the first few stages of their start-up. Through building relationships with sustainable 

businesses, RE:Futurists LLC will be able to create and maintain long-term growth in the green 

“regenerative” sector and contribute to its growing economic impact. RE:Futurists LLC has the means 

within this industry to drive social change through the platform by helping others while creating a 

profitable enterprise. 
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Competitive Analysis 
Conducting a competitive analysis is crucial for RE:Futurists LLC because it identifies the 

strengths and weaknesses of other competitors in the same market. It also gives perspective to how 

RE:Futurists LLC fits into the market in regards to common purchasing decision factors such as price, 

quality, customer service, etc. There are two types of competitors, Direct vs Indirect. A direct competitor 

is a business that offers the same product or services and solves the same problems. An indirect 

competitor is a business that offers different products or services but solves the same problems. Below is 

a chart analyzing three direct and three indirect competitors against RE:Futurists LLC.  

At this time, these are the most reasonable competitors to analyze against RE:Futurists LLC 

based on location, growth, as well as relation. These competitors are leaders in the marketplace and have 

paved the way for a business like RE:Futurists LLC. Therefore, their business models are something to 

take into consideration when building RE:Futurists LLC.  

 

  RE: Futurists 
LLC 

Social Circle 
Indirect 

Competition 

We Are Social 
Indirect 

Competition 

Futerra 
Indirect 

Competition 

Message/ 

Mission 

To communicate 
campaign briefs 
to consumers 
through a team of 
Nano-influencers 
all over the globe 

“Connecting 
brands and 
agencies with 
content creators to 
create powerful 
partnerships” 

Not specified We are an 
agency 
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Target 
Market 

Regenerative 
businesses and 
Nano-influencers 
that hold the 
same green 
values as the 
business (people 
who want to 
make a change) 

Businesses and 
Nano-influencers 
in all content 
creating categories 
(i.e. Parenting, 
Food, Travel, 
Fashion, etc.) 

People and 
brands – not 
further specified 
or apparent 

Sustainable and 
regenerative 
businesses 

Online 
Presence 

Currently no 
online presence 

Have established 
an online platform 
through Instagram, 
LinkedIn and their 
own webpage 

Website, twitter, 
Instagram, 
LinkedIn, 
Facebook  

Website, twitter, 
Instagram, 
LinkedIn, 
Facebook  

Location Based out of 
British Columbia, 
Canada 

Based out of 
Toronto, Canada 

United States 
(New York) 

New York , 
London, 
Stockholm and 
Mexico 

Business 
Principles 

Business 
principles are still 
under 
development 

Four crucial 
components: 

1. Influencer 
network 

2. Full campaign 
management 

3. Content creation 

4. Report & 
analytics 

Passionate about 
all things social 
and connects 
people and 
brands in 
meaningful ways 

Based on 
friendship to 
encourage and 
stimulate 
sustainable 
development – 
to make it so 
desirable that it 
becomes normal 
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Branding Branding still 
under 
development 

All social media 
platforms are fully 
branded 

All networks are 
full branded. 
Website isn’t 
super strong – 
information is 
pretty limited 

All networks are 
fully branded 

Network Currently no 
Nano-influencers 

Currently work 
with 200 Nano-
influencers 
through their 
digital influencer 
program 

Works within a 
network amongst 
Canada, United 
States, United 
Kingdom, Spain, 
France, Italy, 
Germany, United 
Arab Emirates, 
Singapore, 
China, Japan, 
Australia 

Works with 
many small 
brands  

Main 
Competitiv

e 
Advantage 

Niche – Connects 
brands and Nano-
influencers with 
“green” 
businesses 
wanting to make 
a change in the 
world (climate 
change and other 
mother nature 
related concerns 
are rapidly 
growing around 
the world) 

Already 
established and 
executing business 
strategies 

Established in 
more countries 
than any of the 
other competitors 

Located in 4 
different parts of 
the world so 
there is an 
added cultural 
aspect and 
understanding to 
the company 
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Opportunit
ies for 

RE:Futuris
ts LLC 

 
Connecting with 
the inner circle 
would allow 
RE:Futurists to 
network with 
Nano-influencers 
that have the same 
values at the 
business. It would 
provide quality 
Nano-influencers 
with the same 
goals that will help 
kick start 
RE:Futurists 
Nano-influencer 
network 

RE:Futurists can 
connect with the 
company and 
start expanding 
into their global 
market. 
RE:Futurists can 
connect their 
regenerative 
brands and 
Nano-influencers 
with sustainable 
values to in 
parallel benefit 
all parties 

  

RE:Futurists are 
encouraged to 
collaborate with 
this brand 
because it is 
already 
established in 4 
different parts of 
the world – this 
relates back to 
RE:Futurists 
goal of going 
global 
immediately. It 
is important to 
connect with 
businesses that 
are also global 
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  RE:Futurists 
LLC 

Sustainablebrands.c
om 

Direct Competition 

BBMG 
Direct 

Competition 

Lauren Singer 
(CEO of 

PackageFreeSho
p) 

Direct 
Competition 

Mission/ 

Message 

To communicate 
campaign briefs 
to consumers 
through a team of 
Nano-influencers 
all over the globe 

“Since 2006, our 
goal has been to 
inspire, engage and 
equip today's 
business and brand 
leaders to prosper 
for the near and 
long term by 
leading the way to a 
sustainably 
abundant future.”  

We work with 
leaders who 
won’t wait in 
things that can’t 
wait. 

“We believe that 
access to 
sustainable 
products and 
resources that 
positively benefit 
people and the 
planet is a basic 
human right” 

Target 
Market 

Regenerative 
businesses and 
Nano-influencers 
that hold the same 
green values as 
the business 
(people who want 
to make a change) 

Designed to help 
brand, 
sustainability and 
design innovation 

Aspiring 
regenerative 
businesses 

Eco-conscious 
consumers or 
people interested 
in living more 
eco-friendly 
lifestyles 

Online 
Presence 

Currently no 
online presence 

Website, LinkedIn, 
Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter 

Website, 
twitter, 
Instagram, 
LinkedIn, 
Facebook  

2 Instagram 
accounts 
(Influencer and 
business page), 
webpage, 
Facebook, 
Twitter, Pinterest 
and YouTube 
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Location Based out of 
British Columbia, 
Canada 

Based out of San 
Francisco, 
California 

New York & 
San Francisco 

E-commerce is 
online, based out 
of New York, US 

Business 
Principles 

Business 
principles are still 
under 
development 

1. Uniquely 
positioned brands 

2. Encourage 
brands to embrace 
sustainable 
activities 

3. Promotes use of 
new skills, tools, 
and collaborators 

Focused on 
reproductive 
rights, gun 
violence, 
climate change, 
inclusivity, the 
health of our 
oceans, 
community 
organizing, 
LGBTQ rights, 
animal rights, 
access to 
education, 
circular design 
and sustainable 
food. 

Make the world 
less trashy by 

- Focus on 
reducing 
individual waste 
and methane 
emissions 

- Eliminate plastic 

- Promote only 
buying what you 
need 

- Adhere to the 
Package Free 
Standard 

… and more 

Branding Branding still 
under 
development 

Website and all 
social media pages 
are branded 

All networks 
are full 
branded. Not a 
huge following 
on social media 
(less than 4 
thousand on 
twitter and less 
than 600 on 
Instagram for 
reference) 

All social media 
platforms are fully 
branded 
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Network Currently no 
Nano-influencers 

Works with other 
brands 

Works with 
hundreds of 
other brands 

Has amassed over 
a million 
followers between 
all mediums of 
online platforms 

Collaborate with 
many other 
influencers and 
business partners 

Main 
Competitiv

e 
Advantage 

Niche – Connects 
brands and Nano-
influencers with 
“green” 
businesses 
wanting to make a 
change in the 
world (climate 
change and other 
mother nature 
related concerns 
are rapidly 
growing around 
the world) 

Longevity - 
business was 
founded in 2006. 
Large follower base 
across a variety of 
different platforms 
and social media 

Works with big 
name brands 
like Walmart 
and Estee 
Lauder 

- Has been 
recognized has 
Forbes 30 under 
30 – makes her a 
reputable 
influencer and her 
business credible 
as well 

- Established and 
only growing 

- She is an 
influencer for her 
business, so she 
has full control 
over the content 
released that 
ultimately 
represents her 
company 
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- Has a bigger 
presence and 
following on more 
platforms 
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Opportunit
ies for 

RE:Futuris
ts LLC 

  

 This company 
would provide 
RE:Futurists with 
potential global 
clients to use their 
wide range of 
services. Based out 
of California which 
will also add to 
being a great start 
to going global 
immediately.  

RE:Futurists 
are encouraged 
to collaborate 
with this brand 
in connecting 
their Nano 
influencers with 
some larger 
brands. It 
would give 
great to 
RE:Futurists 
Nano-
influencer 
program and 
could share all 
the great things 
these brands are 
doing to other 
parts of the 
world where 
the companies 
might not be as 
familiar.  

Could potentially 
partner with 
Lauren Singer and 
have her represent 
some RE:Futurists 
LLC brands. She 
already has a huge 
following with the 
same green 
values. She has a 
regenerative 
business herself 
that clients might 
want to 
collaborate with. 
She is fully 
branded and well 
established which 
would be great for 
RE:Futurists LLC 
to piggyback on. 
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Nano-Influencer Plan  

Who Fits the Nano-influencer Profile 

Nano influencers are defined as individuals who have between 1000 and 10,000 followers on 

social media. Their goal is to provide the highest form of authority to a narrow audience that are 

interested in a niche service or product. Nano-influencers promote specific products and services to their 

online audience. Although a Nano-influencer's following tends to be smaller, their audience is also 

typically more dedicated and engaged due to the closer, personal relationship between themselves and the 

influencer. Nano influencers are more financially appropriate and have higher levels of social media 

engagement. These influencers are also able to engage more closely with their following opposed to a 

major influencer. For RE:Futurists LLC, this is important because once the network of Nano-influencers 

is established, a connection will form between the followers and  the network, and share ideas and brands 

all around the world.  

Nano-influencers will be a major asset to RE:Futurists LLC. The businesses partnered with the 

platform will connect with Nano-influencers who share the same goals and values as the regenerative 

brands that they will be promoting. Every Nano-influencer will need to be hand-picked and matched with 

the best fitting regenerative business to assure a successful relationship between the parties. 

Nano-Influencer Qualifications for RE:Futurists LLC:  

● Have a following between 1000 and 10,000 people on social media 

● Have a pre-existing Instagram platform that advocates/promotes regenerative living 

● Shares an interest in creating a more sustainable and regenerative world 

● Is dedicated and willing to work with different regenerative businesses 

● Promotes the paired businesses on their personal Instagram accounts using different approaches 

(live streams, feed posts, stories, sponsored videos etc.) 

● Works with other Nano-influencers locally and around the world 
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● Is willing to create original content that follows regenerative brand guidelines while promoting 

them 

● Only works for RE:Futurists LLC partnered brands while under the contract 

● Engages with followers and answer questions they may have about the regenerative brands – 

direct them to RE:Futurists social platforms and website (once these are established) 

● Is willing to use the “#regenerativeinfluencers” hashtag when promoting the partnered business 

on their Instagram account, to help emphasis this movement  

Why Nano-influencers Will be Used as the Marketing Tactic 

Nano-influencers provide a strong marketing tactic that can range in various ways, from the 

promotion of food, to the promotion of technology or skincare. There is nearly an unlimited number of 

Nano-influencers whose passion is to promote business’ and/or products to their niche market through 

social media. Furthermore, with rapidly increasing technology and social media on the rise, Nano-

influencers could be considered the go-to form of marketing in today’s society considering their 

predetermined presence on social media, coupled with their passion to promote. It can also be concluded 

that the best way to spread awareness of any topic in today’s society, but especially the rising regenerative 

economy and/or movement, is through social media. This has already been proven in circumstances such 

as the Black Lives Matter movement, or the United States presidential election. These examples conclude 

that social media consumers are caring more and more everyday about our world and creating a better 

future, which is an excellent sign for RE:Futurists LLC and the passion for regeneration and a greener 

future.  

To conclude, Nano-influencers will be the primary source of promotion for RE:Futurists LLC and 

the regenerative businesses partnered with the platform. This is due to the fact that there are a large 

number specializing in the regenerative or similar sustainable industry, with all different niche markets 

such as beauty, food, packaging, farming, or influential speakers, which is exactly what RE:Futurists LLC 

is aiming to target.  
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How to Include Nano-influencers within RE:Futurists LLC  

Reaching out and attaining Nano-influencers may require some work. The best way to get started 

would be by subscribing to an influencer marketing industry fair tool. One suggested is HypeAuditor. 

HypeAuditor allows businesses to find influencers based on certain criteria. Aspiring influencers create a 

profile on HypeAuditor and add “tags” that represent their values and how they utilize their platforms. 

RE:Futurists LLC can then search keywords on HypeAuditor pertaining to the regenerative and/or 

sustainable industry. HypeAuditor will then form a list of Nano-influencers that are interested in 

innovating more sustainable practices to connect with businesses that will best represent their brand. 

HypeAuditor also tracks the social media engagement of each influencer to create more successful 

campaigns. This feature also allows complete transparency between both the business and influencer. 

HypeAuditor costs $299 a month, or you can sign-up for the yearly package and only pay $249 a month.  

After obtaining the list of Nano-influencers from the specific search in HypeAuditor, the next 

step is to reach out to these Nano-influencers via Instagram. This is done by sending each Nano-

influencer a personalized message through an Instagram Direct Message. The message will give a quick 

explanation of RE:Futurists LLC, why the need for the partnership, why this influencer is the best fit, etc. 

The key is to get the Nano-Influencer on a phone call in order to make this business more believable, as 

there are a lot of scam accounts out there, as well as more professional. Once on a phone call, 

RE:Futurists LLC can go into more detail about the platform, what it stands for, the expectations from the 

influencer, the partnership, etc. Once the Influencer agrees, a contract can be formed.  

An additional way to attract Nano-influencers is by personally reaching out to them. It’s difficult 

to find Nano-influencers based on a google search due to their minimal platform, but finding Nano-

influencers is possible through hashtag searches on Instagram. By searching hashtags on Instagram such 

as #nanoinfluencer or #regenerativebrands, relevant profiles will pop up that can be reviewed. This 

method allows RE:Futurists LLC the opportunity to hand pick influencers that would be the best fit for 

the regenerative business they are working with. Although it is not as organized as the HypeAuditor 
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method, and it does take more work, it is a less-expensive(free)  method in comparison to the 

HypeAuditor database.  

Forming the Contract  

 When creating a contract between RE:Futurists LLC and the Nano-influencer, it is important to 

include the basic contract sections: 

● Non-disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement  

● Compensation Model  

● Timelines and Milestones 

● Brand Campaign Guidelines  

● Influencer Campaign Guidelines  

● Consumer Privacy Law 

● Campaign Deliverables  

● Brand Exclusivity 

● Content Rights  

 Including these sections within the Nano-influencer contract ensures that both parties understand 

their roles. It also lays out the guidelines and gives strict rules for the Nano-influencer to follow, to ensure 

brand sustainability and authenticity for both RE:Futurists LLC and the partnered business. With this 

contract, the Nano-influencer will not be left hanging, or feeling that they do not have all of the 

information to make a confident, original post on behalf of the regenerative business. This contract also 

makes RE:Futurists LLC more professional and legitimized, protecting against any legal complications 

that could arise otherwise.  

Furthermore, a PR package or media kit should be created by the business that is partnered with 

the Nano-influencer, and be sent to the influencer to use in their posts. It is important that RE:Futurists 

LLC leverages the PR package by giving the idea that by becoming a Nano-influencer with RE:Futurists 

LLC, you become a part of a new global movement. This exclusivity will be attractive to many amateur 
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influencers looking to make an impact and name for themselves. Introducing the #regenerativeinfluencers 

hashtags will help give this movement an empty space on social media to make a presence. This hashtag 

currently is not being used so it is important to start “claiming” it by connecting with influencers and 

making it mandatory that they include it in all content published in relation to RE:Futurists LLC. A 

proposed slogan of this movement is “be a part of the regenerative change”. It promotes inclusivity and 

power which are factors that will contribute to strong branding. 

Determining if a Nano-influencer is the Right Fit  

RE:Futurists LLC can identify specific qualities of a Nano-influencer by inputting keywords such 

as “regenerative” or “sustainable” in the HypeAuditor website, ensuring that the influencers partnered 

with have a similar passion for this industry. RE:Futurists LLC can also be more specific with keywords 

depending on the regenerative business that is being targeted. For example, if the regenerative business is 

“distilled Bath and Body” as mentioned in the target market analysis (See page 13), RE:Futurists could 

input the keywords “regenerative/sustainable” and “beauty,” to ensure that the Nano-influencers 

identified are the right fit for the brand, and have a predetermined passion for the brand’s products. 

Keyword searches on HypeAuditor can also go as far as determining the location of the Nano-influencer. 

This is an important quality to consider, as many regenerative businesses partnered with RE:Futurists 

LLC will require specific target markets based on a location.  

When determining if a Nano-influencer is the right fit for a specified business, it should also be 

considered that depending on the business, the use of more than one Nano-influencer might be more 

beneficial. For example, if the specified business is already well-established and has a larger following 

with a higher average sales rate, then 3-5 influencers would be more beneficial in the contracted time 

frame. This would allow for this business to gain substantial growth from RE:Futurists LLC, and keep 

them coming back. In contrast, if the specified business is a start-up and has a smaller following with a 

lower average sales rate, then just one Nano-influencer would be necessary (also assuming this business’ 
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budget is smaller). As this business gains more recognition through RE:Futurists LLC, it can expand to 

more influencers within a campaign in the future.  

Questions to consider when determining if a Nano-influencer is the right fit for a business: 

● Is the Nano-influencer over 18 years old?  

● Is the Nano-influencer a regenerative advocate? 

● Has the Nano-influencer made any existing posts that would contradict their regenerative 

branding?  

● What is the Nano-influencer’s niche market compared to the business? (i.e. beauty, fashion, food, 

etc.). 

● How many followers does the Nano-influencer have and what is their average engagement rate? 

● How established is the business and what are their average monthly sales? (larger = more 

influencers, smaller = less influencers) 

● What is the business’ Nano-influencer budget? (larger = more influencers, smaller = less 

influencers)  

● What is the business in need of? (ex. Brand awareness, sales, larger online presence).  

Posting on Instagram & The Number of Posts for Total Effectiveness 

To start, RE:Futurists LLC will require the Nano-influencers to make posts on their personal 

Instagram accounts. Instagram is the chosen social media platform for marketing because it has the largest 

number of influencers specializing in a wide-variety of niche markets. Therefore, the opportunity to 

attract influencers to RE:Futurists LLC, as well as targeting a larger-audience on Instagram is much 

higher than any other social media platform. In the long-term, when RE:Futurists LLC has established a 

platform, Nano-influencers, and the overall business, then it would be ideal to expand the Nano-

influencer marketing tactic to other forms of social media such as YouTube, TikTok, Twitter, or 

Facebook.  
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When it comes to determining how many posts one influencer should make to garner the highest 

amount of reach for the specified regenerative business, it would likely depend on the contract established 

between RE:Futurists LLC and the business. The specified regenerative business’ needs and budget, as 

well as the range of audience and/or engagement the Nano-influencer typically receives, would determine 

how many posts the Nano-influencer should make for this business. For example, if the regenerative 

business has a larger budget and a need for brand awareness, then it should be partnered with a Nano-

Influencer who is not only passionate about the business first and foremost, but has a larger following, 

higher engagement rates, and is willing to make 2-3 posts in a duration of time stated in the contract.  

Measuring Success  

 Arguably, the most important part of using Nano-influencers as a marketing tactic for partnered 

businesses is the ability to measure their success of marketing for this business. Luckily, the Instagram 

platform has already set up quick and easy to understand post metrics. An influencer must have a 

“business” or “creative” account on Instagram in order to view their post metrics, which is free to set up 

and can easily be done through their settings. Most influencers will already have this feature set up on 

their accounts. Post metrics can be viewed for both feed posts (image, video, etc.) and story posts on 

Instagram. These post metrics allow the user to see how many people liked, commented, shared, saved, 

visited their profile, visited the link in the post, the total reach, the follows, and impressions they received 

from one single post.  

 RE:Futurists LLC can take the results from each post once the duration of the contract has ended, 

and create a success spreadsheet for the specified business to view. This will allow the specified business 

to understand how many people engaged with the post. Specifically with the link in the post (typical this 

would be their website), the number of impressions, the total reach, the comments (feedback), etc. 

Overall, it will allow the specified business to understand the success they earned from partnering with 

RE:Futurists LLC.  
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Cost of a Nano-Influencer  

Typically influencers already have a contract created that includes what they charge for live 

streams, sponsored videos, stories, feed posts, etc. Every influencer will have different expectations 

depending on their following, number of posts, and the overall engagement that their content garners on 

their social media. However, to understand the price point better, the general industry standard for 

estimating the price of a Nano-influencer per post includes: 

● Instagram: $10 per 1000 followers 

● Snapchat: $10 per 1000 followers 

● YouTube: $20 per 1000 followers 

● Facebook: $25 per 1000 followers 

Note: Different types of posts (image, video, audio, etc.) also come with different prices. 

 Considering RE:Futurists LLC is starting with Instagram as the main source of marketing for 

Nano-influencers, it is reasonable to conclude that the average Nano-influencer would expect to be paid 

$10 per post, for every 1000 followers they have. If the Nano-influencers range from 1000 - 10,000 

followers, this would equal to an expected $10-$100 price range per influencer, per post. The Nano-

influencer would also expect to receive a free PR package of the products from the business they are 

promoting, as they would want to ensure they enjoy the products and also have a tangible product to 

demonstrate in their posts. This would likely be free of charge and would be the responsibility of the 

partnered business.  

Total Costs  

HypeAuditor Nano-Influencer Rates  PR Package of Product 
for Nano-influencer 

Total 

$249-$299 / Month $10 - $100 / Post Free $249 - $299 / Month 
$10 - $100 / Post 
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Financial Budget   
When determining the financial budget in terms of creating the RE:Futurists LLC platform 

(website), there are various methods that can be utilized. Therefore, two of the most accurate methods 

have been examined. The first being to “build your own website”, in which three website builders were 

identified. The second method includes hiring a web-designer to create the platform from scratch, in 

which two approaches were identified. These methods are exhibited in the Financial Budget in order to 

analyze costs associated with building this platform, as well as making it easier to choose the best 

approach when creating the platform. Listed in the chart below includes the three “build your own 

website” methods.  

These three “build your own website” builders were chosen among others due to the fact that they 

are well established platforms that have been guaranteed to successfully work. They are also simple to use 

for beginners or intermediate individuals, who are looking to create a professional website with little to no 

struggle.  

 WiX GoDaddy Wordpress 

Description  This platform gives you the 
freedom to create, design, 
manage and develop your 
web presence exactly the way 
you want 

Publicly traded Internet 
domain registrar and web 
hosting company 

Perfect for bloggers, small and 
large businesses, and world’s 
most popular website builder 

Features Features are depended on the 
chosen plan 
 
Over 15 different features 
available 

Features are depended on the 
chosen plan 
 
Over 18 different features 
available 

Features are depended on the 
chosen plan 
 
(See website for details) 

Fees  Packages include: 
Business VIP ($35/M) 
Business Unlimited ($25/M) 
Business Basic ($20/M) 
*Fees are in USD* 

Packages include: 
Basic ($12.99/M) 
Standard ($18.99/M) 
Premium ($23.99/M) 
e-commerce ($39.99/M) 
*Fees are in CAD* 

Packages Include: 
Free ($0/M) 
Personal ($5/M) 
Premium ($10/M) 
Business ($33/M) 
e-commerce ($59/M) 
*Fees are in CAD* 

Website URL https://www.wix.com/upgrad
e/website 
 

https://ca.godaddy.com/webs
ites/website-builder/plans-
and-pricing 

https://bit.ly/3mTbT9Z 
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When analyzing the data in the chart above, it can be determined that in choosing the “build your 

own website” method, WiX is the best website builder in terms of available features at an affordable 

monthly budget. WiX includes the following features: accept online payments, unlimited bandwidth, 

50gb storage, connect your domain, remove WiX ads, unlimited video hours, sales analytics & reports, 

free domain for 1 year, $300 ad vouchers, site booster app - $60 value, form builder app - $48 value, 

professional logo - $50 Value, Pro ecommerce Features, priority response, and VIP support. (WiX, n.d.).  

Keep in mind, a website-builder such as WiX can only extend so far, meaning they are not 

necessarily meant for huge platforms. With that being said, the goal is to expand globally in which case a 

more suitable option would be purchasing a domain and hiring a web designer to create this type of 

platform from scratch. A “build your own” website resource with an included domain could be suitable 

for provincially and even nation-wide expansion, but a personal domain and web-designer would be 

necessary to handle the abundance of a globally known company.  

            With that being said, the cost for purchasing a domain varies drastically, from 99¢ to $50+. 

(GoDaddy, n.d.). However, when considering that RE:Futurists LLC has a goal of expanding globally, it 

would be realistic to choose a “.com” domain name. According to a study by GrowthBadger, .com 

domains are over 33% more memorable than URLs with other top-level domains. They also concluded 

that .com is the #1 most trusted LTD. (GrowthBadger, 2019). In this case, .com domain names range in 

price as well, often starting at about $2.99 to $30.  

There are two approaches to consider when hiring a web-designer. The first approach allows an 

individual to hire a company such as Web Design Lane (WebDesignLane, n.d.), who will take a pre-

purchased WiX, GoDaddy, or WordPress website and customize it. The cost of this approach ranges from 

$249 to $2499. The second approach is hiring a general web designer, who builds websites from scratch 

using external software. The cost for hiring a web-designer to create the platform ranges from $19 to $195 

hourly, depending on the web-designer and the size of the platform. (SquareUp, n.d.). The web designer 

will follow up with an exact quote for pricing on the specific website. When choosing which approach to 
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go with, it is important to understand the specifics, therefore, the pros and cons of these approaches have 

been listed in the charts below, in order to gain a better insight.  

Hiring a Company such as Web Design Pro 

Pros  Cons 

- Suited to your needs 
- Customizable 
- Set prices 
- Professional designers 
- Credibility 
- Convenience  
- Targeted Marketing 
- Various Designers (more ideas) 
- Lots of experience  
- Regular updates  

- Less personalized  
- Could be crowded by past judgement 

(have set-ways) 
- Privacy Risks 

 

 

Hiring a General Web Designer  

Pros  Cons 

- Can be individual designer or experienced 
company 

- Professional  
- Previous Business Credibility 
- Around-The-Clock Availability 
- Convenience 
- Competitive Opportunity 
- Targeted Marketing 
- Individual designer can be more 

personalized 
- Regular updates  

- Individual designer can be time 
consuming 

- Usually Varying Prices  
- Privacy Risks  
- Can be costly depending on time 

 

 

Business Insurance  
Another general start-up cost for RE:Futurists LLC is Business insurance. Business insurance is 

recommended as a means of keeping RE:Futurists LLC protected from unforeseen financial or legal 

events. The median cost for recommended insurance protection plans include General Liability 

$42/month, Business Owner’s Policy $53/month, Professional Liability (E&O) $59/month, Workers’ 

Compensation $47/month, and Commercial Umbrella $75/month. A quote can be completed with the 

desired insurance company taking into consideration RE:Futurists LLC’s assets and the type of business it 
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is. This provides exact monthly or annual costs and allow for RE:Futurists LLC to customize an instant 

plane that suits the needs. (Insureon, n.d.).  

Business Insurance 

Pros  Cons 

- Business is protected 
- Theft protection 
- Lawsuit protection 
- Asset protection 
- Protection from unexpected disaster  

- Can be costly 
- Additional expense 
- Might never be utilized 
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After analyzing all of this data, it is reasonable to conclude with an estimated budget for building 

RE:Futurists LLC’s platform. It is most plausible to consider a minimum and maximum budget, given the 

data analyzed above regarding the cost to build a website varies in price. 

Minimum and maximum budget for building the RE:Futurists LLC platform (website).  

Minimum Budget  Maximum Budget  

$20.99/ Month 
This includes a WiX business basic package with 

a .99cent domain name. 

$2499/One time & $30/Month 
This includes hiring either a company such as 

Web Design Lane or a general web designer with 
a $30 .com domain name. 

 
Minimum and maximum budget including all costs (website costs, business insurance costs, and the 
marketing costs listed in the Nano-Influencer Plan).  

Minimum Budget  Maximum Budget  

Fixed Monthly Expenses: 
$20.99 (Website) 
$42 (Insurance) 
$249 (HypeAuditor) 
 
Variable Costs: 
$0 - $10 (Nano-influencer) 
 
Total: 
$311.99+ / Month 
Not including the additional Nano-influencer 
variable cost  

One-Time Expense: 
$2499 (Website) 
 
Fixed Monthly Expenses: 
$30 (Website)  
$75 (Insurance) 
$299 (HypeAuditor) 
 
Variable Costs:  
$100 - $1000+ (Nano-influencer) 
 
Total: 
$2499 / One time 
$404+ / Month 
Not including the additional Nano-influencer 
variable cost 
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Strategy and Implementation   
RE: Futurists LLC has a goal to activate flourishing futures through the promotion of regenerative 

businesses, products, and thought leaders, which requires a well-planned strategy that can successfully be 

implemented. The implementation plays a large role in the success of the business, as proper 

implementation will allow for a clear understanding of the strategy and where adjustments are required. 

Since an important component of RE:Futurists LLC is social impact; efficiency and proper resource 

allocation is required to ensure a profit is still within reach. 

The strategy is built in steps to create a solid foundation with room for growth. The first step is to 

develop and build a website. The financial budget breaks down the platform expenses for the website and 

the options for undertaking this project (See page 41). This is important to complete first as establishing 

an online presence will create higher success for the following steps. As well, allowing for brand 

recognition and information on the brand to be easily accessible for consumers. Developing strong 

relationships within the regenerative community will make the implementation much easier and more 

trustworthy. The second step is to create a social media plan. This will outline the specifics of which 

social media platforms to focus on and the best ways to reach the target audience (See page 13). 

Budgeting this plan around the Nano-influencer components to be added later on is crucial to the strategy 

to ensure synergy. This social media plan will help to make a streamlined look for RE: Futurists LLC. 

The third step is to acquire insurance for RE:Futurists LLC. This is important for keeping RE:Futurists 

LLC protected from unforeseen financial or legal events, once again increasing legitimacy and the ability 

for consumers to build more trust. Business insurance is highlighted in the financial budget. (See page 

41).  

This next step is important to be implemented after the first three, as the strategy revolves around 

the solid foundation of the website and social media to help get contracts with Nano-influencers and 

businesses. As well, the insurance will increase the safety for these partnerships. This step requires 

creating Nano-influencer contracts, which will be important for obtaining these influencers as well as 
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ensuring open and clear communication. Requirements for a Nano-influencer contract are listed in the 

Nano-influencer plan (See page 33). In addition to a Nano-influencer contract, business contracts will also 

need to be developed. These will be more difficult to achieve at the start but will get easier with increased 

brand awareness and interaction. The strong website and social media of RE:Futurists LLC will provide 

the base for successful contracts with both Nano-influencers, and businesses. With that being said, the 

next step is to actually reach out to regenerative businesses to establish partnerships. A process for 

reaching out to these businesses is not yet determined, and will need to be researched more thoroughly.  

The final step is to start building campaigns once RE:Futurists LLC gains partnerships with 

regenerative businesses. This is where the Nano-influencer contract is used to reach the right influencers 

and establish a partnership with them as well. This final step of actually putting the campaign in place is 

very simple when all the footwork is done in advance. However, this is something that will need to be 

completed later on, once RE:Futurists LLC has established the business. The ease of implementation and 

the ordered strategy will ensure interest from the target market. RE:Futurists LLC will be positioned in 

the regenerative market to build consumer trust and become a beneficial resource for products, services, 

and promoted businesses. The strategy here is relying on a strong platform and dedicated Nano-

influencers to promote it. As trust continues to build, another component to this strategy is once the trust 

is established, being able to provide insights or inspiration to the viewers. With RE:Futurists LLC having 

a goal of global success, scaling the strategy to the platform success will keep growth in check and avoid 

any issues with quality control.  Implementing a strong vetting process is how RE:Futurists LLC will 

overcome part of this threat. Regenerative business has little room for trust to be broken and growing too 

quickly or not quickly enough can have a big correlation to establishing the trust required from the target 

markets.  
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